Care bundles for acute kidney injury: a balanced accounting of the impact of implementation in an acute medical unit
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ABSTRACT
In 2009, a National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death report detailed significant shortcomings in recognition and management of patients with acute kidney injury (AKI). As part of a national collaborative to reduce harm from AKI, the Scottish Patient Safety Programme developed two care bundles to improve response (‘SHOUT’) and review (‘BUMP’) of AKI. Baseline data from eight patients with AKI on the acute medical unit (AMU) in Ninewells Hospital showed 62% compliance with SHOUT. However, most patients were transferred from AMU within 24 hours so BUMP could not be assessed. Our aim was to achieve >95% compliance with SHOUT on AMU within 2 months. The content of the SHOUT bundle was condensed onto a sticker for the case notes, which was implemented using Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles. Compliance was assessed weekly and feedback obtained from stakeholders concerning their opinion of the sticker, SHOUT bundle and care bundles in general. Use of the sticker was 27% in week 1 but fell to 5% by week 4. Compliance with the bundle varied from 45% to 60% and was only slightly improved by use of the sticker (OR 1.58, 95% CI 0.39 to 6.42). Staff found the sticker burdensome and did not agree that all elements of SHOUT were equally important. This opinion was supported by finding that their compliance with sepsis and hyponatraemia recommendations was 91%–100% throughout, whereas urinalysis was documented in only 55%–63% of patients. Several staff mentioned ‘bundle fatigue’ and on one day we identified 22 other care bundles or structured improvement forms in AMU. We concluded that the AMU staff had legitimate concerns about the SHOUT care bundle and that our intervention was demotivating. Overcoming bundle fatigue will not be a simple task. We plan to work with staff on integrating AKI into patient safety huddles and on using modelling and recognition of good practice to improve motivation.

BACKGROUND
A care bundle is designed to be a structured method of improving care processes and outcomes. It contains a small (up to five) set of evidence-based practices intended for a defined population and care setting. A care bundle for AKI could improve the quality of care and there is evidence that their implementation improves reliability of care. Moreover, two studies at one UK hospital found that compliance with an AKI care bundle was associated with reduced mortality and progression of AKI. The SPSP developed two care bundles as part of their AKI programme: SHOUT defines the immediate response on detection of an AKI, whereas BUMP concerns the review of patients in the following days. Elements concluded that only 50% of patients who died in hospital with an AKI received an overall standard of care considered to be good. In response to the growing concern surrounding AKI, the Scottish Patient Safety Programme (SPSP) initiated an 18-month collaborative in August 2017 aiming to reduce harm from AKI in NHS Scotland. A primary driver identified was to improve the response and review for people with AKI. Data from NHS Tayside identified 1713 cases of AKI in hospital inpatients between 1 October 2016 and 22 January 2017. The acute medical unit (AMU) at Ninewells Hospital had the highest rate of AKI (303 cases, 19 per week, 18% total). The AMU is a 31-bed unit where 16861 adult patients were assessed, investigated and treated for urgent medical problems in the year from March 2017 to February 2018. Patients generally remain on AMU <24 hours before being discharged or transferred to continuing care wards. There are around 50–60 acute medical admissions per day. The aim of this project was to achieve 95% compliance with the SPSP AKI response and review care bundles in the AMU within 2 months.
included in the SHOUT bundle include ‘sepsis’, ‘hypovolaemia’, ‘obstruction’, ‘urinalysis’ and ‘toxins’. BUMP includes aspects of review such as blood review, consideration for renal referral, medicine review and fluid maintenance. The bundles were developed further through baseline testing on urology and acute surgical receiving wards in Ninewells Hospital, with input from renal physicians, foundation and specialty trainees, nursing staff, consultant physicians and the patient safety team. This contributed to the adaptation of the bundle into a practical and more effective format, being refined into two small stickers that would be easy to add to patient notes. For this intervention we focused on the SHOUT bundle (see online supplementary appendix 1) because patients do not generally stay on the AMU for >24 hours.

A number of interventions had been implemented within NHS Tayside to improve identification and awareness of AKI before the start of this project. An electronic alert (e-alert) system based on changes in serum creatinine (SrC) from baseline was introduced in 2015 to improve recognition of AKI. In addition, the AKI management guidelines were redeveloped with an educational video. This is an 11 min video developed with a cartoonist covering recognition and management of AKI, which is aimed at junior doctors and nursing staff and available on YouTube. The aim of this video was to provide an accessible and engaging educational resource. An educational lanyard card (see online supplementary appendix 2) was developed to provide an easily accessible reminder about risk factors, essential tests and management steps for AKI. Both the video and lanyard card were used at junior doctor induction and as part of AKI awareness week.13

MEASUREMENT

Cases of AKI were identified from the e-alert system, which uses the NHS England algorithm for detecting increase in SrC.14 Baseline data were analysed from eight patients with AKI who were admitted to AMU between 30 October 2017 and 5 November 2017. All eight patients were assessed for possible sepsis and hypovolaemia with full documentation. However, the other three bundle elements (assessment for obstruction, urinalysis documented, high-risk medicines withheld) were each documented in five (62%) patients and only three (37%) patients had all five SHOUT bundle elements completed.

Process measures assessed compliance with each different component of the bundle in all patients with AKI, irrespective of whether the intervention sticker was used or not. Compliance was only recorded if the patient notes confirmed the step was completed. Data were collected daily on Monday to Friday by one investigator (RL). Data from over the weekend were collected on the Monday. Bundle compliance was assessed weekly (over 7 days).

Achieving a balanced accounting of the impact of an intervention requires careful consideration of expected undesirable effects (potential trade-offs) from the outset, and more consideration of unexpected effects after implementation.15 16 We sought information about staff concerns with the changes during Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles and from additional verbal feedback throughout the project. We deliberately paused implementation after 4 weeks to evaluate any pleasant or unpleasant surprises.15

DESIGN

We used the Capability, Opportunity, Motivation-Behaviour to consider how to facilitate behaviour change in the AMU.17 18 The NHS Tayside AKI video was designed to enhance capability through education about management of AKI.19 We used environmental restructuring (reminder lanyards, stickers) to enhance opportunity and feedback of data over time with support from AMU consultants to improve motivation to apply the SHOUT bundle and hence improve the reliability of care in response to AKI.

Following the start of the intervention we used PDSA cycles to identify barriers to change. PDSA cycles allow for rapid assessment of small-scale changes, and enable continuous improvement and adaptation of an intervention.19 We used the Theoretical Domains Framework to understand barriers to implementation.20 There was continuous input from the Tayside AKI collaborative group consisting of a renal consultant, AMU consultant, patient safety advisor, a medical student and a consultant biochemist.

Table 1 Feedback received over the course of the project

| Week 1 | a. Bundle was simple and easy to use. |
| Week 2 | a. There was concern among staff that the bundle gave misleading advice on gentamicin prescribing. The bundle initially advised that gentamicin not be used in all patients with an acute kidney injury (AKI), whereas guidelines permit the use in patients with AKI 1 and 2. |
| Week 3 | a. Staff fed back concerns of ‘bundle fatigue’—there were 22 different care bundles or checklists in total on acute medical unit. |
| Week 4 | a. There was not a belief that the sticker altered practice and therefore no real incentive to continue use. |
We planned to review the consequences of the intervention after 4 weeks and consider the need for adaptation.16

STRATEGY

Five PDSA cycles (see online supplementary appendix 3) were used to test the introduction of the SHOUT AKI bundle, increase awareness and assess barriers to compliance. Further changes to sticker implementation were made based on previous PDSA results, which also helped identify other areas for improvement. Feedback received over the course of the project is summarised in table 1.

PDSA 1: preintervention, gathering feedback and process mapping

In PDSA 1, we engaged with key stakeholders to gather feedback before testing the sticker. This also involved testing the sticker in its original format with one patient and doctor to assess how it worked in practice. Additionally, we planned to observe practice on AMU to process map a patient from admission to discharge. We were able to engage well with the medical team as one of the AMU consultants was part of the improvement team. We also arranged meetings with the nurse educator, senior charge nurse and head of nursing to engage nursing staff. Changes were recommended for the bundle, which we took into consideration.

PDSA 2: roll-out of the care bundle

In PDSA 2, we aimed to introduce the sticker for use on all patients with AKI. A senior AMU consultant sought to engage the team by distributing a reminder email about the trial the day before it was introduced and verbal reminders were given to staff throughout the first week. We gathered feedback from clinicians using the sticker but unsurprisingly, compliance was poor in the first week at only 27%. After assessing compliance with the sticker in the first week, we planned to increase awareness through informative posters, placards and further staff engagement.

PDSA 3: increasing awareness

To address compliance, we designed a poster which detailed the purpose of the project and where to find the stickers. Placards reminding the doctors to use the sticker were also attached to the computer. Midway through week 2, a concern was raised regarding the gentamicin prescribing advice contained within the sticker. Due to this unforeseen discrepancy the stickers were not used from the second half of week 2, making any impact of the posters and placards on compliance difficult to assess.

PDSA 4: aligning care bundle with gentamicin prescribing guidelines

In PDSA 4, we amended the sticker due to concerns surrounding gentamicin prescribing advice (table 1). Following discussion with the renal team, the ‘Toxins’ section of the bundle was revised to reflect AMU gentamicin guidelines. However, compliance dropped further despite results showing certain steps are often missed. We fed back the results of testing to the team and increased engagement with nursing staff as a result.

PDSA 5: further feedback

In PDSA 5, we planned to intensify efforts to increase awareness through further reminder emails and engagement with the nursing staff, with details of the project being added to the daily email circulated among the nursing team. However, results indicated that compliance

Figure 1 Use of SHOUT bundle sticker over time. AMU, acute medical unit; AKI, acute kidney injury; PDSA, Plan-Do-Study-Act.
was continuing to fall over time (figure 1). While data collected demonstrated that AKI is often not managed appropriately, most of the junior doctors maintained that introducing a sticker would not resolve the issue.

RESULTS
The SHOUT sticker was tested between 6 November 2017 and 3 December 2017, with uptake being disappointingly low (figure 1). After 4 weeks of testing, compliance with the SHOUT sticker dropped from 27% in the first week to 5% in the last week, with compliance just 16% overall (figure 1). Junior doctors told us that finding and completing stickers was adding unnecessary paperwork and increasing the time taken to complete essential tasks.

We assessed the impact of introducing the sticker on management of AKI patients, including the patients who did not have a sticker used. We identified 64 patients with AKI postintervention but were only able to collect complete data about bundle compliance from 51 patients. Of these, 36 (61%) had stage 1, 15 (25%) had stage 2 and 8 (14%) had stage 3 AKI. Bundle compliance was only slightly improved by use of the sticker (6/10, 60% with sticker vs 20/41, 49% without sticker; OR 1.58, 95% CI 0.39 to 6.42).

We gave weekly feedback to AMU staff about compliance with the SHOUT bundle. The format for feedback was a run chart with a single line that showed the percentage of patients that were compliant with all five bundle elements, revealing consistent differences throughout the 5 weeks of data collection (figure 2). Management of sepsis and hypovolaemia was documented reliably in 91%–100% of patients with AKI. Management of obstruction and decisions about high-risk medicines were documented in 68%–100% of patients but urinalysis was documented in only 55%–63% of patients (figure 2). Staff told us the ‘all or none’ format for feedback on the AKI bundle was demotivating and devalued their care for hypovolaemia and sepsis.

Staff repeatedly mentioned ‘bundle fatigue’. A brief check on AMU on 1 day identified 22 other care bundles or structured management forms, which could be divided into four categories. First were risk assessments for screening on admission to AMU (eg, for delirium or falls). Second were bundles for care processes common to all patients (eg, a safe transfer bundle). Third were bundles for invasive procedures (eg, insertion and maintenance bundles for both peripheral venous cannulas and urinary catheters). Fourth were structured pathways to be used for patients with specific problems (eg, alcohol withdrawal, decompensated liver cirrhosis, deep venous thrombosis, diabetic ketoacidosis, Parkinson’s disease, sepsis). A concern for senior AMU staff was the time and attention required to document compliance with the AKI care bundle could lead to a decrease in compliance with another care bundle or policy. In PDSA 4, we had identified and resolved conflicting recommendations between the SPSP AKI bundle and the NHS Tayside sepsis policy. However, in PDSA 5 we became aware of concerns about unnecessary ordering of renal ultrasound to investigate AKI on the AMU. The lead consultant (who is also a consultant in renal medicine) issued guidance saying that tests in general on AMU should not be ordered if they are unlikely to affect management in the next 24 hours and that lower tract obstruction is easily found using bedside bladder scan. However, the guidance identified three specific indications for renal tract ultrasound on AMU, which included one indication for urgent investigation, within 4 hours of recognition of AKI. This guidance demonstrated the level of clinical detail required to interpret the SHOUT bundle measure ‘bladder scan and/or ultrasound if obstruction suspected’.

An unexpected desirable consequence (pleasant surprise)\textsuperscript{15,16} from the AMU AKI bundle intervention was the introduction of automated measurement of bicarbonate for patients with AKI. We found only 27% of patients with an AKI had their bicarbonate measured on AMU. This is not part of the SHOUTAKI response bundle but is included in the BUMP AKI review bundle (see online supplementary appendix 1). The AMU team agreed this was an important test to carry out in AMU given the high risk of metabolic acidosis with AKI\textsuperscript{21} and the need to modify fluid replacement for patients at high risk. After discussions between the renal, patient safety and laboratory team, a process was introduced into the laboratory biochemistry system that automatically requests a bicarbonate measurement for all patients with AKI 2 or 3.
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**Figure 2** Compliance with the SHOUT care bundle and its components before (8 patients) and after (51 patients) introduction of bundle stickers. The line shows compliance with the whole bundle, the bars show compliance with S Screen for sepsis, H Hypovolaemia, O Obstruction, U Urinalysis, T Toxins (high-risk medicines).
Table 2 Barriers to change identified through PDSA cycles classified with the Theoretical Domains Framework and the COM-B model\textsuperscript{17,20}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Theoretical Domain</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>COM-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness</td>
<td>Environmental context and resources</td>
<td>Any circumstance of a person’s situation or environment that discourages or encourages the development of skills and abilities, independence, social competence and adaptive behaviour</td>
<td>Opportunity Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding and completing stickers perceived as unnecessary duplication</td>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>Mental representations of outcomes or end states that an individual wants to achieve</td>
<td>Motivation Reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle fatigue: 22 other bundles and checklists already in use on the AMU</td>
<td>Optimism</td>
<td>The confidence that things will happen for the best or that desired goals will be attained</td>
<td>Motivation Reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict with sepsis and antibiotic policies and with guidance on renal ultrasound in AMU</td>
<td>Beliefs about consequences</td>
<td>Acceptance of the truth, reality or validity about outcomes of a behaviour in a given situation</td>
<td>Motivation Reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with some bundle elements already perceived as good</td>
<td>Beliefs about capabilities</td>
<td>Acceptance of the truth, reality or validity about an ability, talent or facility that a person can put to constructive use</td>
<td>Motivation Reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not all bundle elements perceived as equally important</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>A conscious decision to perform a behaviour or a resolve to act in a certain way</td>
<td>Motivation Reflective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


LESSONS AND LIMITATIONS

Enabling success for quality improvement work often stems from appropriate engagement with the teams involved. A multidisciplinary approach where all stakeholders are involved in the process promotes the concept of collective ownership of the project, which influences how willing people are to assist in the improvement process.\textsuperscript{22} The high throughput of very sick patients and staffing by changing multidisciplinary teams in an AMU make this a very challenging environment.\textsuperscript{23} Despite having a clear, shared goal and multidisciplinary approach, we encountered significant resistance to change (table 2). Barriers arising from lack of awareness of the sticker were easy to address but this did not improve use of the sticker (figure 1) because of additional barriers to motivation (table 2). The junior doctors did not believe the sticker altered how they managed a patient with AKI because the sticker content did not add anything that the AKI lanyard card did not already cover (online supplementary appendix 2). This opinion was supported by the results, because there was very little difference in compliance with the bundle elements between patients who did or did not have a sticker. A second important motivation barrier was that the doctors did not agree that all elements of the bundle were equally important. Consequently, we found consistent differences in compliance between the five bundle elements (figure 2).

The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) recommend that care bundles should include no more than five evidence-based interventions for a defined patient segment/population and care setting that, when implemented together, will result in significantly better outcomes than when implemented individually.\textsuperscript{4} Published studies about AKI bundles address the same issues but the number of elements in each bundle varies from 5 to 11.\textsuperscript{9} Moreover, the definition of compliance with each element is variable. For example, criteria for compliance on Obstruction varies from ‘Exclude obstruction’\textsuperscript{7} to requiring bladder scan\textsuperscript{6} or renal ultrasound\textsuperscript{8} for all patients within 24 hours. The Obstruction component of SHOUT includes two different components (appropriate use of bladder scan and ultrasound). In order to bring about change, problems need to be defined in behavioural terms: what is the behaviour, where does it occur and who is involved in performing the behaviour?\textsuperscript{17} The guidance on renal tract ultrasound requesting that was issued by the AMU lead consultant in November 2017 made it clear that only selected patients required investigation to be undertaken on the AMU within 24 hours and that the person responsible for ordering the test was dependent on the clinical indication. Criteria for bundle compliance on high-risk medicines vary from ‘Address medications’\textsuperscript{7} through ‘stop nephrotoxic drugs’\textsuperscript{10} to instructions to stop specific drugs (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, ACE inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers, potassium sparing diuretics) and initiate pharmacy review within 24 hours.\textsuperscript{8} The SHOUT bundle includes ‘avoid gentamicin’ but we found this statement conflicted with local antibiotic and sepsis guidelines, which recommend continuing gentamicin for patients with AKI stages 1 or 2. These policies have been associated with significant reduction in risk of Clostridium difficile in acute medicine in NHS Tayside.\textsuperscript{24} Managing competing risks is a constant challenge in the real world of unscheduled care and it is difficult to evaluate complex decisions with a simple yes/no tick box.\textsuperscript{25} IHI attributed the success of their central line and ventilator bundles to the fact that ‘participating
clinicians agreed that there was sufficient medical evidence supporting each individual element in the bundle to recommend that it be applied to most, if not all patients. Two studies from the Royal Derby Hospital have shown that compliance with an AKI bundle was associated with reduced mortality and progression of renal failure. However, only a minority of patients had the bundle completed: 12.2% in the first study and 25.6% in the second study. Moreover, the definition of bundle compliance was unclear because urinalysis was one of the required AKI bundle elements but was documented in <12% of ‘bundle compliant’ patients in both studies. According to IHI, patients should be scored as non-compliant if any single element of a care bundle is missing. This evidence does not support inclusion of urinalysis in an AKI bundle and it falls a long way short of showing that all the remaining elements should be applied to most, if not all patients.

Care bundles are an example of the measure and manage approach to risk. This approach usually focuses on hazards that have led to harm or near-misses and the response is often to create a protocol, care pathway or on hazards that have led to harm or near-misses and the response is often to create a protocol, care pathway or

**Limitations**

We only had a short timeframe for the project and more time may have allowed us to gather further evidence about AKI management on the AMU and focus on what the needs of the team were to ensure best care for patients. However, even with more time the ability to tailor the intervention to the needs of the AMU team would still have been limited by the intervention itself.

The SHOUT and BUMP care bundles were designed by SPSP in conjunction with experts in quality improvement, patient safety and nephrology, among others. However, the bundle was not unique to individual care units and while there was flexibility to modify aspects of the bundle, some content was relatively set to allow SPSP to collect data on specific elements of bundle compliance that could be compared across different health-boards participating in the AKI collaborative. An AMU consultant was involved in the collaborative team, but most of the bundle design occurred prior to the launch of the collaborative so there was no direct involvement of the AMU team at the point of intervention design. This is an important limitation as it may have been that more active involvement of the AMU team at the point of design would have allowed an intervention to be developed that worked for the team as well as patients.

Another important limitation is lack of sustainability. Given the limited enthusiasm for continuing with the intervention while staff were being actively reminded about it, there is no possibility that they would have continued with testing when active reminders were removed. As we did not have the resources for semi-structured interviews with staff, our analysis of barriers to implementation was limited. However, while the bundle itself was not sustainable, this experience highlighted the nature in which AKI is frequently dismissed as less significant compared with other comorbidities which has encouraged us to pursue
reporting AKI rates and outcomes more regularly as part of safety huddles. This could emphasise the high rates and poorer outcomes associated with AKI to staff, which could make teams more willing to engage with future improvement efforts.

We only had a small sample of patients and clinicians in which we were able to test the bundle and it is difficult to know whether this sample was reflective of common practice. Furthermore, we were only able to complete data collection on bundle compliance in 51 (80%) of 64 patients with AKI during the study period. It is possible that missing data biased the study results.

CONCLUSIONS
The SPSP AKI bundles were part of a change package intended to reduce harm to people in NHS Scotland from AKI by December 2017.3 Our experience in AMU builds on testing of the SHOUT and BUMP bundles in the urology ward and acute surgical receiving unit in Ninewells Hospital. We concluded that clinical staff had legitimate concerns about the bundles. Overcoming bundle fatigue will not be a simple task. We plan to work with staff on integrating AKI into patient safety huddles and on using modelling and recognition of good practice to improve capability and motivation. We have advised SPSP against further implementation of the AKI bundles because there is insufficient evidence that each individual element in the bundles should be applied to most, if not all patients, in all contexts.
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